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Financial Advisor Rodney Jones Featured on NBC as Guest on The Brian Tracy Show 

  

Rodney Jones was recently seen on NBC, CBS, ABC and FOX network affiliates around the 

country as a guest on The Brian Tracy Show. 

 

Orlando, Fla.  – February 6, 2015 – Rodney Jones, Owner of RL Jones Insurance Group and 

RL Jones Financial Group, was recently a featured guest on The Brian Tracy Show. “The Brian 

Tracy Show”, filmed in San Diego, California, features an interview format, hosted by best-

selling author Brian Tracy, one of the country’s leading business minds. The episode featuring 

Rodney Jones recently aired on NBC, CBS, ABC and FOX affiliates across the country.  

 

Rodney Jones helps his clients to see and achieve their 

financial goals.  Being brought up in a blue collar 

manufacturing culture it was the norm  to graduate from high 

school and work at the foundry like past generations, but 

Rodney had greater ambitions.  Rodney attended Southern 

Illinois University and Butler University.  In 1990, Rodney 

earned his designation of Life Underwriter’s Training 

Council and began educating clients and professionals on 

insurance and finances. 

 

Rodney has helped several hundred clients to protect their 

assets and reach their financial goals. 

Rodney’s clientele spans from small business owners to 

laborers and their families. Both of his successful businesses 

are centered on the philosophy   “If you have the desire to 

protect and grow your assets, then he has the desire to show 

you how.” 

 

Rodney is a highly sought after speaker and trainer. He has recently joined a select group of 

business experts and entrepreneurs from around the world, along with Brian Tracy, to co-write 

the forthcoming book titled, UNcommon: Common Sense but Uncommon Knowledge from 

Today's Leading Entrepreneurs and Professionals to Help You Lead an Extraordinary Life of 

Health, Wealth and Success. He was also named as one of America’s PremierExperts® and has 

been selected to participate on several Advisory Boards of Fortune 500 companies.  Rodney 

balances his time between his clients and educating professionals in his field.   

 

You can connect with Rodney via email, rjones@gordonmarketing.com or via phone, 317- 626-

4902 or 1-800-388-8342 Ext.302. 

 

About the Brian Tracy Show: 

 

mailto:rjones@gordonmarketing.com


The Brian Tracy Show is produced by Emmy® Award-winning Director and Producer, Nick 

Nanton, Esq. and Emmy® Award winning Producer, JW Dicks, Esq., Co-Founders of America’s 

PremierExperts® and The Dicks and Nanton Celebrity Branding Agency®. 
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